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Press Message

Recertification of CMSE - Certified Machinery
Safety Expert qualification - Updating knowledge,
assuring continuing expertise

Ostfildern, 02.02.2018 - Pilz and TUEV Nord have been setting an

international standard for machine safety qualification since

2013 with their CMSE - Certified Machinery Safety Expert

programme. CMSEs can pursue recertification to advance their

knowledge base, remain up to date with the latest

developments in the field of machine safety and retain their

certification.

  

A willingness to ensure knowledge is up to date through regular and

formal training is particularly important when it comes to machinery

safety. Recertification forms an integral part of CMSE - Certified

Machinery Safety Expert qualification: Four years after each

certification, the experts can renew their certification for further four-

years.

The one-day training course updates participants on developments

to relevant laws and standards, as well as analysing current

industry, safety, and technology trends, and helping participants to

refresh their knowledge of risk assessment and functional safety

topics. Graduates will also automatically extend their membership of

the exclusive CMSE online community.

Further details of the recertification programme can be found at

www.cmse.com.
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Image Print

  

Caption: CMSE - Certified Machinery Safety Expert is a globally recognised qualification
enabling a 360 degree approach to machinery safety. CMSEs can pursue recertification to
advance their knowledge base and remain up to date.

You can find texts and images at <a

href="http://www.pilz.com">www.pilz.com</a> also for downloading.

To go directly to the relevant internet pages in the press centre,

enter the following <strong>Web code</strong> in the search of the

home page.: 194481

Pilz in social networks

In our social media channels we give you background information

concerning the company and the people at Pilz, and we report on

current developments in Automation Technology.

Contact for journalists
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